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Meet The CEO
Craig McGee
Panoptic was set up in 2014 to be a specialist
in live events, in that time we have been
involved with over 3000. Through my
worldwide travel attending conferences and
events, I have seen first hand the rise in online
technology. In 2020, the process of companies
having to use this technology has sped up, we
all know about zoom meetings!
Using our experience in terms of the customer journey, through live events and
experiential marketing via our sponsorship channels, we started to look at the
online journey for clients. It was with this, that we started to look for ways of
monetising online events. With this e-book, we aim to share findings of what we
have been educating ourselves on within the last year. Through extensive
conversations we are able to look at all the touch points where online events could
be monetised.
Panoptic deliver world class experiences at all levels, that amaze and inspire. If we
were to go online, we had to be able to offer a virtual experience that was world
class also. With added value for clients in terms of monetising their event.
The last year has very much helped bring online events to the forefront and they are
here to stay, and they will work alongside live events. I hope this book helps you
monetise your online offering.

www.panopticevents.com

Online Events

$77.98b

Is what the virtual events
industry was worth in 2019.

70%

of event organisers suggest that
high quality microphones are crucial
to a successful event followed by
the importance of a good camera.

23.3%
Is the expected
annual growth
rate from the
years 2020
- 2027.

According to industry
professionals, major live events
won’t be taking place until the
end of 2022 therefore it is
expected for event organisers to
further invest in "Hybrid Events".

ARE YOU READY TO INVEST IN CHANGE?
www.panopticevents.com
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Sponsorship at Online Events
Even after the transition to online events, you may be wondering how to recoup
sponsorship revenue from your live event. With virtual events, there are still plenty of
sponsorship opportunities, and this is not just by throwing logos at a newsletter.
This is done through emails to post-event data. According to Larry Weil (nationally
recognised sponsorship expert), this is how you could keep your sponsors content:

Email
Regardless of the circumstances, email is a great way to keep in touch with your
attendees. However, you need to make sure that the emails featuring your sponsors
are informative and newsworthy. Here's how you could make use of email:
Email bundles that contain featured content sent to attendees could be offered
to sponsors.
In your emails, include links to sponsor’s websites and social media.
Email out a guest blog as a part of your event updates. Bonus points for using
your email data to target a specific audience.

Social Media
Social media provides the optimum platform for event organisers to promote
sponsors. With coherent and creative content, this could be done regularly to
maintain awareness. You could utilise social media to:
Leverage Facebook Events and Groups for sponsorship engagement.
Activations can include exclusive giveaways leading up to the event or a
sponsored recap after it ends.
Alongside creating a group for your virtual event, LinkedIn is a great platform to
post sponsor content to encourage attendees to mark their interest in the event.
By doing this, you will create desirability around your event and generate a
platform for sponsors to reach out and connect with interested parties.
As well as presenting information, short videos can be utilised to promote your
sponsors role in the upcoming virtual event.
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Sponsorship at Online Events
Website
When it comes to sponsors, throwing a logo into your website just simply isn't
enough to retain interest. Your website is endlessly customisable, therefore it can
be used to retain revenue and strengthen relationships for the long haul. Below are
some of the factors to consider when using websites for sponsorships:
On your event website, it is important to include a sponsor page where you
include short blurbs for each sponsor, briefly explaining what they are
sponsoring. This should be followed by inserting their contact information, e.g.
website link. If you have speakers who are being sponsored individually, be
sure to mention this in their biography page - with links.
Be sure to utilise event sign-up questions to obtain valuable data. You should
consider including the job title, company name, location and interests to your
sign-up form. This way, you could provide specific information about the
attendees, major assistance in closing deals when pitching to sponsors.
It is important to keep in mind that with virtual events, you can promote your
sponsors in advance of your event and re-share content from the event long
after it concludes.

During & After Your Event
Just because your event is over doesn’t mean your work with your sponsors is done
and dusted. Make a good impression by taking advantage of these essential
opportunities to show your event’s impact:
Be sure to include key sponsor mentions. If your platform enables it, you should
continue to include logo placements.
Try keeping a downloadable copy of your broadcast and send the link to the
attendees as a gesture of thanks. By sending this to your entire network, you
could use this opportunity to exchange the content with contact information if
that works for your audience.
Take the best segments of the virtual event and continue to distribute them, or
re-use them in future content. Allow top sponsors access to sections of
content in which they participated.
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Ticketing
Importance of Ticketing
Ticketing can be crucial in gathering funds as it is the primary source of events income. While it is normal for in-person
events to sell at a certain price in accordance to several factors, it can be slightly difficult to implement the same
strategies for virtual events. However, this does not mean event organisers cannot generate revenue.

With the pandemic, economic difficulties have been putting pressure on people, meaning that they are more wary of
their spending. In this case, people are thinking twice about how much money they spend on events therefore event
organisers need to carefully decide the type of tickets they want to issue.

When you offer the option of free tickets or a 'pay-what-you-will' donation option, you still make your event accessible
without placing a financial burden on your attendees. In an era of experimentation, industry professionals suggest that
they have managed to find success by simply providing a free ticket or the donation option to their events.
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Ticketing
How To Upsell With Ticket Types - Donation
While event creators have identified that attendees are willing to donate around £5 £10 for their events, a little push doesn't hurt. This encouragement often takes the
form of a well-worded ticket description.
Grounding the ticket pricing in real-world monetary exchanges is a great way to get
people thinking about the value of the event. You should contain this in the ticket
description, a real-life example below will give you an idea of how this could work:
Juanito MORE!, a drag performer featured at “We’re Still Here” in which the donation
tier on the ticket platform was labeled as “Buy Juanita a drink”. This type of
description on the ticket creates a playful atmosphere, as well as reminding the
attendees of how their online donations mirror a customary action (such as tipping)
that they would have normally taken if the event was in-person.
In-person event tickets tend to sell faster when launched, however research shows
that this is not the case for virtual events. According to data and event
professionals, virtual event tickets tend to sell closer to the event date than inperson events. As a matter of fact, in comparison to in-person events, tickets for
virtual events sell twice the rate within the 24 hour period of the start time.

What About Free Tickets?
At the end of the day, there will always be people opting in for the free tickets, while
this may not be the ideal outcome for event planners, free tickets could still present
some key opportunities for event professionals to expand their audience, which
could go on to pay for future events.
As an event organiser, providing free tickets to people will enable you to expand and
build your community. Such options will inevitably add new names to your database
in which you could use to retarget for future events.
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Advertisements
Why Ads?
Adverts have always been the traditional way to raise brand awareness for
businesses, at the same time, they can generate great revenue for the platform
providers. Even though we don't see them that often at in-person events and mainly
come across them in TV (e.g. The Super Bowl), they can be utilised to serve a good
purpose in virtual events!
We don’t normally see advertisements during live events, instead, attendees are
given breaks where they can grab a drink or something to eat. However, with virtual
events it is possible to insert commercial advertisements during breaks. Many
planners look at video sharing platforms, and naturally they are inclined to want to
run short commercials in between sessions.
The reason why the commercials and ads are kept to a minimum duration is
because attendees have the power to log off. If an ad is longer than 10 seconds, it
can do more harm to the event than good, meaning the attendees get annoyed and
log out.

Affiliate Marketing
Affiliate Marketing involves a publisher (affiliate) signing up to an affiliate program
offered by a retailer (advertiser) to promote and sell their products on a
commission-based payment model. For this case, the event organisers are the
retailer, meaning that they could monetise from the affiliate programme. The
affiliate programme is a valuable tool for the affiliates to drive both brand
awareness and actual sales. While on the other hand, this generates revenue for the
event organisers depending on the agreed percentage of commission.
A simplified example of this can be an author, who attends an online event talking
about their new book. What the event organiser will do is organise all the marketing
activities, promote the book - or any other merchandise (e.g. branded hoodies)
through their platform, and drive sales for the affiliate while earning commission.
Event professionals tend to insert a link in the comments section to forward
attendees to purchase the affiliates’ products, usually these are “event only
promotions” and the clicks are generally tracked. Research results show that click
rates are pretty high for virtual events, which will likely increase with the expansion
of online events.
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Providing Value
Why is providing value so important?
In the event of every transaction, the primary factor buyers look into is the value they
get from their purchase. For the events industry, this is the same case. Event
organisers need to work smarter as they are not providing a tangible asset, but an
experience.
However, things can get even more complicated when events are held virtually, it
becomes more difficult to prove the value of your event, which means you need to
take certain steps to overcome this.
Performers are key to attracting audiences, therefore gathering performers and
speakers who will give great talks and entertain the audience is vital. In addition to
this, you should thoroughly explain how you are creating value for your attendees you should have clear objectives and learning outcomes. For example, if your event
consists of cooking classes, you should make it clear what your attendees will get
through attending your class. This should include key benefits such as gaining a new
skill, or learning how to make a meal that’s less than 500 calories.
You can provide value for your attendees through the application of several factors:
Scheduling
Hybrid Events
Technology.
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Providing Value
Importance of Scheduling
Design a schedule that works: Attendees tend to think twice about whether they want
to invest their time and money into a virtual event upon reviewing the schedule.
By creating a good schedule, you are one step closer to encouraging people to
attend your event. Below are a few tips to consider when scheduling your event:
Start Time: Take different time zones into account, you should pick a time that
will be suitable for all attendees.
Breaks: To prevent attendees from losing focus, it is important to give them
enough time to take breaks.
Session Lengths: This will vary depending on your program content and
audience, but do consider offering different session lengths.
Flexibility: Design a schedule that accommodates your content while not overly
consuming your audience. Virtual events are thought to offer more flexibility,
which is something you need to consider while putting yours together.

Hybrid Events
As previously mentioned, a hybrid event can be described as any event that
combines both in-person and virtual elements. For this case, event organisers can
embed the tangible element into their events to provide value for attendees.

Case Study
During the March 2021 'Discover Mexico' event that was held virtually, event creators
organised a cooking class. The event begins with a video where the host and hotel
manager walk through the hotel, and then precedes to enjoy cocktails at the rooftop.
Next, the event goes live where the chef goes on to present his cooking class and
gets the attendees involved.
By having tangible elements embedded into your events, you are creating a more
inclusive environment and enhancing the attendee's experience, meaning they will be
more inclined to attend your future events.
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Providing Value
Use of Technology
With the advancement of technology, platforms on the web enable us to engage with
our users in many different ways. Think about your content and decide how you can
incorporate these new tools to create the most engaging atmosphere possible.

Poll
This is an easy way of incorporating an engagement tool into your virtual events. Not
only does it make the attendee feel like they are contributing, but it can also be used
for the speaker to gain some insight into who is attending their session and what
they are hoping to learn.

Q&A
Q&A is an important factor for event organisers to consider as it helps attendees find
clarity in the event of a confusion. The lack of “in-personness” can be mitigated with
engagement like this, be sure that instructions are communicated at the beginning of
each session and a system is in place for easier navigation. For a seamless
interaction, it's important to select right individual.

Cameras
While this will depend on the type of event, the content and objectives of the session,
you should consider creating opportunities where it is appropriate for attendees to
see one another. This will aid in building a sense of community in your event and
enhance the possibility of networking.

Chats
Another great way for attendees to maximise engagement at you event could be
through the incorporation of the chat function. Nevertheless, it is important to to
remember that both Q&A and the chat function should be used for their respective
purpose and avoid mixing them. While this is a great option for engagement,
attendees should have the option to minimise or turn off the chat function, as it
could create distraction during the event.
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Adding Your Own Flare and Touch
Something Personal
It’s important to offer something different from your competition to attract attendees to your event. To enhance your
event, you could add your own flare and touch. There are certain factors to consider when creating your event. For
example, what is something they will get at your event that they won’t get elsewhere? Can you bring the experience to
them?
You could integrate certain elements so attendees can experience a sensory fuelled event (the five senses) all while
being at home. The five senses are all intrinsically linked and enhance each other. Generally, events are really good at
using sight and sound, as those are the two most obvious and easy to use senses, but smell, taste and touch are much
less proficiently used in wider events. For virtual events, you could also incorporate certain senses to your events.

Example
If the event is a yoga class, sending goodie bags to the attendees can be great in elevating sensory integration. The
goodie bag can involve a candle and other tangibles that can dramatically enhance the spiritual event through the use
of smell, additionally, involving relaxing music can contribute to the desired ambiance. Such elements can directly lead
to better engagement within the event and give the brand or organisation more staying power, as the utilisation of such
senses help create longer lasting memories.
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